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Hey, Coach!

Building your audience is an essential part of growing your life coaching business

and helps you share your value and offers

Creating your own quiz is the perfect lead magnet to fast-track your email sign-

ups with a compelling proposition that proves irresistible to your target market.

You can create realisations in the mind of your prospects that show them the

power of the problem they are facing and allow them to discover the next steps

based on what they identify with now.

The other advantage of a quiz is that you can also get much lower cost leads if

you decide to try your luck with paid traffic.

Here are a few examples of quizzes that have performed well for other life

coaches, in the hope that they will inspire you to jump in and create one too.

x,
Victoria
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WHAT'S YOUR PRIESTESS POWER? Genie Lang

This regularly got leads on Facebook for under $1, and

was a great entree to her successful live session series.
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WHAT'S YOUR CORE PURPOSE? Amber Lilyestrom

This quiz quickly generated more than 2,500 email

subscribers.
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DO YOU KNOW HOW YOU SELF-SABOTAGE &
HOW TO HEAL IT? Ashley Beaudin

This cool quiz details 8 key self-sabotage archetypes and

how to find yours.



Through a quiz, you can "scratch an itch" for your audience by connecting with their key problems,

challenges and obstacles.

  

Take a moment to consider who your ideal client or customer is and what they are currently

struggling with. Then, dig deeper by asking yourself why this may be a problem and how it could

be affecting their lives, careers, or business. 

The more you discover, the more helpful your quiz will be. 

All the quizzes have the following thing in common: they're all built using Try Interact, an easy

quiz-building software you can use to create your own list-building quiz.

Want to create your own quiz? Click here to discover Try Interact to access
easy software that does the work for you.
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https://interact.grsm.io/q9mdeo6km602

